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Abstract. A Damek-Ricci space has nonpositive curvature. Thus we can consider

the Eberlein-O'Neill compactifications adding the sphere at infinity. In this paper, we

prove the existence and uniqueness of a solution to the Dirichlet problem at infinity for

harmonic maps between Damek-Ricci spaces.

1. Introduction. For a Hadamard manifold, that is, a simply connected, con-
nected, complete Riemannian manifold of nonpositive curvature, one can consider the
Eberlein-O'Neill compactification by adding the ideal boundary, which is the sphere at
infinity defined by the asymptotic classes of geodesic rays. The Dirichlet problem at
infinity for harmonic maps between these manifolds then consists of finding a harmonic
map which extends a boundary map given on the sphere at infinity.

In their papers, Li and Tarn [14] (for arbitrary dimensions) and Akutagawa [1]
(for dimension two) have solved the Dirichlet problem at infinity for harmonic maps
between real hyperbolic spaces. In particular, exploiting the heat equation method, Li
and Tarn [14] established a general theory for the existence and uniqueness of solutions
to this problem. For example, they proved the following: Let the Hadamard manifolds
under consideration satisfy appropriate geometric conditions on the curvatures, the
volume of unit balls and the bottom spectrum of the Laplacian. If one can construct
a suitable initial map for the parabolic harmonic map equation, then it converges to
the desired harmonic map.

In 1994, Donnelly [9] discussed the problem for harmonic maps between rank one
symmetric spaces of noncompact type. He investigated the unbounded models of these
spaces, realized as upper half space models, and their global coordinates near the ideal
boundary. Making use of this realization, he constructed "good" initial maps and solved
the problem for boundary maps having sufficient regularity.

Noticing that all of these manifolds are symmetric and have strictly negative
curvature, the following question arises naturally: For nonsymmetric or nonpositively
curved manifolds, can one solve the Dirichlet problem at infinity for harmonic maps?
As an answer to this question, we shall study in this paper the Dirichlet problem for
harmonic maps between Damek-Ricci spaces.

Damek-Ricci spaces were first introduced by Damek [6] as a semidirect extension
of the generalized Heisenberg groups discovered by Kaplan [12]. These spaces may be
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regarded as a generalization of rank one symmetric spaces of noncompact type, since

they have geometry similar to them. However, Damek-Ricci spaces are not symmetric

in general and have nonpositive curvature. In fact, nonsymmetric Damek-Ricci spaces

admit vanishing sectional curvatures for certain two-plane.

The purpose of this paper is to show that Donnelly's existence and uniqueness

results can be extended to the case of Damek-Ricci spaces. Thus the geometric conditions

such as symmetry and strict negativity of curvature are not essential. Thus it becomes

worthwhile to study the problem for more general Hadamard manifolds.

The author is grateful to Professor Seiki Nishikawa for his valuable discussions

and encouragement during the preparation of this paper and to Professor Lieven

Vanhecke for his comments on the latest results concerning the geometry of the Damek-

Ricci spaces. He also thanks the referee for valuable comments and suggestions.

2. Damek-Ricci spaces.

2.1. Generalized Heisenberg algebra. We start this section with a brief review

of generalized Heisenberg algebras due to Kaplan [12].

Let (n, <, >n) be a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra with an inner product, 3 its center

and Ό the orthogonal complement of 3 in n with respect to <, >n. Since n is 2-step

nilpotent, ad v \Ό is a map from υ to 3 for any v e υ. We set lv: = {u e υ | ad v(u) = 0 , u] = 0}

and consider the orthogonal decomposition υ = lv © υv with respect to <, >n. We say

(n, <, >n) to be a generalized Heisenberg algebra if ad υ \Όv: ΌV-+$ is a surjective isometry

for any unit vector VEΌ.

Generalized Heisenberg algebras can be constructed systematically in the following

fashion:

Let (u, <, >u), (υ, <, >D) be real vector spaces equipped with inner product. Let

μ : u x D - > o b e a composition of quadratic forms, that is, μ is a bilinear map satisfying

Iμ(w, v)\Ό = Iu | u | v\Ό for any weu, veυ. Note that μ : u x υ - + υ satisfies μ(w0, v) = v for

some woeu. Indeed, for any given uoen. set T: Ό-^Ό by Ί\v):=μ(uo,v). Then

μ'(w, v): = μ(u, Γ " 1 ^ ) ) satisfies μ'(wo> v) = v. Hence we may suppose μ(w0, v) = v. Define

φ: Ό xo->u by

Let 3 be the orthogonal complement of Ruo = {ruo\reR} in u (where R is the field of

real numbers), π : u->3 the orthogonal projection and n the direct sum n: = o©3 of t>

and 3 with the natural inner product. Define a Lie bracket on n by

(2.1) [> + z, i ' + z'] : = πoφ(v, v').

THEOREM 2.1 (cf. Kaplan [12]). n, equipped with the above inner product and a

Lie bracket, is a generalized Heisenberg algebra. Conversely, any generalized Heisenberg

algebra arises in this manner.
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Regarding the existence of a composition of quadratic forms, we remark the
following. Let p be a function defined on positive integers by

p(n) : = &p + 2q if n = (odd number) x 2Ap+q, 0 < q < 3 .

Then it is known by Hurwitz, Radon and Eckmann that a composition of quadratic
forms μ: u x υ->υ exists if and only if 0<dimu<dimυ. Therefore we may conclude
(see [12]):

Given integers m, n>0, there exists an (n + m)-dimensional generalized Heisenberg
algebra with m-dimensional center if and only if 0<m<p(n).

As a consequence, we can construct a rich variety of generalized Heisenberg algebras
and Damek-Ricci spaces as well.

2.2. Damek-Ricci space. Let (n, <, >n) be a generalized Heisenberg algebra, α a
one-dimensional real vector space and h a unit vector in α. Since n = υ©3, any element
of n is written uniquely as v + z with VEΌ, ze$. Now we define on the linear space
s: = α 0 n a canonical inner product and a Lie bracket by

[ί/z + i + z, t'h + v' + z']\ = tvf -t'v + 2tz' -2t'

where [, ] n is the Lie bracket on n defined by (2.1). In this way, s becomes a Lie algebra
with an inner product. The simply connected Lie group S associated with s, equipped
with the left-invariant metric gs, is called a Damek-Ricci space.

EXAMPLE. Let υ = R 2k, u = R 2, and μ(z, v) = ( - y, x), μ(w, υ) = (x, y), where {z, w}
is an orthogonal basis of/?2 and v = (x9 y)eRk®Rk. Then n is a (classical) Heisenberg
algebra and (S, gs) is isometric to the complex hyperbolic space whose sectional
curvature K satisfies —4<AΓ< — 1. The quaternionic hyperbolic space and the Cay ley
hyperbolic plane are also Damek-Ricci spaces. These three spaces are called classical
(cf. [6]). Thus Damek-Ricci spaces are generalizations of rank one symmetric spaces
of noncompact type.

Let V be the Levi-Civita connection on (S, gs). Using the formula

2<VXΓ,Z> = <[Z, 7],Z> + <[Z,X]

for X, Y, Zes, one obtains

VΛX=0, Wxh=-l

Vvv
f = (v,v')h + --lv9

Vvz = Vzυ=-μ(z, v),

Vzz' = 2<z,z'>/z,
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where Xez9v9v'eυ,z9z'e$ and μ is the composition of quadratic forms in the definition

of n. Then Damek proved the following:

THEOREM 2.2 (Damek [5], [6]). (1) A Damek-Ricci space is a symmetric space

if and only if it is classical.

(2) The sectional curvature of Damek-Ricci space is nonpositive. Moreover, there

exists a Damek-Ricci space whose sectional curvature vanishes for some two-dimensional

plane.

Damek constructed a simple example for which the second assertion holds. Other

examples have been given in [3]. Further, it has been proved in [2] that a Damek-Ricci

space is symmetric if and only if it has strictly negative curvature. (The proof needed

a correction which has now been given in [10], [13].) So, for nonsymmetric Damek-Ricci

space the sectional curvature vanishes for some two-dimensional plane.

We refer to [3] for more information about the geometry, in particular about the

curvature, of the Damek-Ricci spaces.

Finally, we estimate the bottom spectrum λx{S) of the Laplacian for S with the left-

invariant metric.

LEMMA 2.3. Let (r, ω) be the polar coordinate on (S, gs) around an origin. Then

the volume form dvs of S is given by

dvs = 2~m(sinhr)"(sinh2r)mdrdσ(ω),

where n = dimυ, ra = dim3 and dσ(ω) is the surface element of the unit sphere Sn + m.

From this lemma and the fact λί(S)>(inf Asr)2 /4, Δ s being the positive Laplacian,

we obtain:

COROLLARY 2.4.

NOTE. Damek and Ricci [8] proved that the equality holds in the above inequality.

3. Harmonic maps on Damek-Ricci spaces. In this section, following Donnelly

[9], we shall prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions of the Dirichlet problem

at infinity for harmonic maps.

3.1. Harmonic map equation. Let u: M^M' be a C2-map between complete

Riemannian manifolds (M, g) and (M\ h). For any relatively compact domain Z)czM,

we set

ED(u): = ~\ \dxu\2dυg,
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where | dxu | denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the differential map dxu: TxM->
TU{X)M' and dvg is the volume measure on (M, g). We say u to be a harmonic map if it
is a critical point of ED(u) for any D. In other words, u is a harmonic map if and only
if it satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation

<u):= Σ (^eιΛ(e l)-Λ(Veιe i)) = 0,
i=ι

where {ei]
n

i=ι is an orthonormal frame field of M, V is the Levi-Civita connection of
the tangent bundle TM and V is the induced connection of the pull-back bundle u ~ * TM'.
τ(w) is called the tension field of u.

For later reference, we compute explicitly the tension field of a harmonic map
between Damek-Ricci spaces. Let (S, gs) be a Damek-Ricci space with left invariant
metric gs and set s = α©n = α0υ©3. Take the unit vector he a such that ad h{v) = t>,
ad/*(z) = 2z for any i eυ, ze$ and an orthonormal basis {h, υί9..., vn, zu . . . , zm} of s,
{vi} (resp. {zj}) being an orthonormal basis of υ (resp. 3). We define a map φ: R x TV-^
by φ(ί, n):=«(exp(ίA)), where N is the simply connected Lie group associated with n
and exp is the exponential map on α. Then the induced metric via φ is given by
dt2 + e~2tgΌ + e~4'tgp where gΌ + gz is a left invariant metric on N. Setting y = exp t, one
can easily verify that (S, #s) is isometric to M: = R+xN with the Riemannian metric

where /?+ = {re/?|r>0}. Straightforward calculation then yields that the Levi-Civita
connection V on (S, gs) is given by

(3.1) WVivj=y-1δijη + ̂ - £ a?pk9
2 k = i

1 n

vVizk=--y~2 Σ ajkivj> ^z^ι=Ίy~zhιΆ,
2 j=l

where α ^ are the structure constants, [ι;/9 t?J ] = X™=1Λί

k

J zJk, η = d/dy and, ι;t and zfc are
regarded as left invariant vector fields on S.

Now we are in a position to compute the tension field. Let S, S' be Damek-Ricci
spaces and ueC2(S, S'). We represent (S,gs) (resp. (S\ gs.)) as (R+ xN,y~2dy2 +

(resp. n' = υ' + 3') with dimr> = « (resp. dimo' = «'), dim3 = m (resp. dim3' = m') Take
an orthonormal basis {vl9..., υn, zl9..., zm) (resp. {ϋl9..., ϋn.9 zί9..., fm.}) of n (resp.
n') as above and denote their left invariant extensions on S by the same letters. Let
eo = d/dy, ei = vi (1 <i<n% ei = zi.n(n+ 1 <i<n + m)\ fo = d/dy, fa = vΛ ( l<α<« r ), /α =
zα_^ (n'+l<0L<n' + mf) and u]=f?(du(e$), u^ej-uf, τα(w)=/α*(τ(w)), where /* is
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the dual frame of fa. Then we get

° n Σ ^ ^iu0)-1 £ glί(u?)lί(u?)2

V-> A>

i = 0 i = 0

+ ( « O ) V Σ V Σ («f)2+2(«°)-3"Σ%" "έ"
ί = 0 β=l i = 0 β = n'+ί

1 = 0

β=lγ = n'+ί

4(u0)-1Σguu?uΐ,
i=0 i=0

(n'+\<(x<n

Here (g^) denotes the matrix component of the metric gM, (gij) its inverse matrix and

u°=y(u). Note that u^φu]{ because [υi9 ^ ] # 0 .

3.2. Uniqueness theorem. Let S and 5" be Damek-Ricci spaces and assume that

they are represented as in the previous section. We denote by 5 (resp. S') the

Eberlein-O'Neill compactification of S (resp. S'). Then {j; = 0}xiV (resp. {y = 0} x Nf)

represents the ideal boundary dS (resp. δS') except a point in dS (resp. dS') (cf. [4]).

Let u e C2(S, S') be a proper harmonic map. First, we investigate a necessary

condition for the existence of a C2-extension u: S-^S' of w, and then prove the following

uniqueness theorem.

THEOREM 3.1 (Uniqueness theorem). Let u and w be proper harmonic maps be-

tween Damek-Ricci spaces. Suppose u, weC2(S, 5') andf\ = u^=W\6s. If

n + m n'+m'

Σ Σ (ff)2>0 on dS,

j = n + ί γ = n'+l

then u = w on S.

To prove this theorem the following lemma plays an important role.
LEMMA 3.2 (cf. [9], [15]). Suppose that ω e C ^ S n C 0 , ! 1 * ? is a \-form de-

fined on a neighborhood ofpeS. Let ω = ̂ " = * ω I ^ί*, where {e?} is the dual coframe

of {ej. Then there exists a sequence of points {qk}<^S such that qk-+p and

Using this lemma together with τ(w) = 0, we obtain the following necessary condi-

tion.

LEMMA 3.3. Let us C2(S, S') be a proper harmonic map. Then at the boundary we
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have

n n'+m'

(i) Σ Σ («ί)2=o,
j=0 β = n'+l

n n' n n'+m' n + m n' + m'

(2) (n + 2m)(Mo°)
4-Σ Σ («/)2(«o°)2-2 Σ Σ («fo)2-2 Σ Σ

j = 0 β=l j = Oβ = n'+ί j = n+l β = n' + ί

(3) (l+n + 2mK( M 0) 2 -t £ £ ax^"'ufujo = 0,
j = 0 0 = 1 y = n'+ί

(4) (2 + tt + 2m)w£wgo = 0, («' + 1 <oc<n'

PROOF. Since ueC2(S, S') is proper, we have w° = (9(j/) and \imy^ou°y~1 = UQ.

Multiplying by (u°)3y~2 both sides of the first equation in (3.2), let j->0. Then, by

virtue of Lemma 3.2, the first term on the right hand side tends to 0. Hence we obtain (1).

The rest of the statement follows similarly if we multiply the first, second and third

equations in (3.2) by (w0)3^"4* (u°)2y~3 and w°y~3, respectively. •

Since Wo/ = 0 (y>nr +1) at the boundary and ddu = 0, we have

(3.3) ujo=- Σ aμ\
n'

1

Substituting this in the equation (3) of Lemma 3.3 and adding the result in α, we get

n' n n' + m' / n' \2

(3.4) (l+n + 2m)(Wo°)
2Σ(«αo)2+Σ £ £ a^'uξuf =0.

α = l j=O y = n' + l\x,β=l J

Now we can deduce the following:

PROPOSITON 3.4. Let u e C2(S, 5') be a proper harmonic map. Iff: = u^g satisfies
n + m n' + m'

Σ Σ (fj)2>o,
j = n+ί γ = n' + l

then at the boundary u must satisfy u$>0, UQ = 0 (\<(x<nf + m') and u£o = u$o = 0

(\<k<n,n'+\<β<n' + mf).

PROOF. The assumption on / implies that the fourth term in the equation (2) of

Lemma 3.3 never vanishes. Thus UQ>0, which implies

β
Λ,β=ί

from the equation (4) of Lemma 3.3 and (3.4). Finally, (3.3) implies u£0 = 0. •

When S and S' are real two-dimensional hyperbolic spaces, this proposition means

that a proper harmonic map must be conformal at the ideal boundary.
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By Proposition 3.4 we get:

COROLLARY 3.5. We have

We shall now give a sketch of the proof of Theorem 3.1.
If we write

> n) = iyiμ\ *(")), H y, n) = (y(w), n(w)), f(ή) = n(f)

then

(3.5) d(u, w)<d((y(u), n(u))9 (y(u), n

From the explicit expression for the metrics and n(f) = n(u(0,«)), we see that the first
term on the right hand side of (3.5) is

Γy fa ΓyΓ n' n' + m* Ί

— ( u ( u ή ) ) d t < r 1 Σ \"o\ + r 2 Σ \uζ\\dt=
Jo 3t JoL « = i «=«' + i J

The last estimate in the above follows from Corollary 3.5. Similarly, the third term is
o( 1). On the other hand, the second term on the right hand side of (3.5) is

u\y9n)

y(w)
log-

y, n)

Since u$(0, ή) and w£(0, ή) are uniquely determined by / and positive, we have

l o g ^
y(w)

Therefore d(u, w) = 0 at the boundary. Hence the maximal principle (cf. [17]) implies
Theorem 3.1.

3.3. Existence theorem. To show the existence of a solution of the Dirichlet
problem at infinity, we use the heat flow method due to Li and Tarn [14]. As we saw
in §2, Damek-Ricci spaces are homogeneous spaces of nonpositive curvature and have
positive bottom spectrum of the Laplacian. Therefore, we can apply the general existence
theory [14, Theorem 5.2] if there exists a suitable initial map. Indeed, h in Proposition
3.7 can be taken as our initial map.

The decay order of the tension field of the initial map can be estimated by the
following:

LEMMA 3.6. Let heC2<ε(d5, δS') (0<ε<\).Ifh satisfies (l)-(4) (with u replaced
by h) in Lemma 3.3 at the boundary, then its tension field τ(h) has the following decay
order as j>—>Ό:
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τ\h) = O(y1+ε)(0<<x<nf), τ\h) = O(y2+ε) (nf+\<<x<n'+ m').

This lemma follows easily from the Taylor expansion of τα(A) in (3.2) with respect
to y.

PROPOSITION 3.7. Suppose thatf e C3'ε(δS, dSf) (0<ε< 1) satisfiesf] = 0 (1 </<n,
n'+\<y<n' + m'\ and Σn

jl™+1Σ
n^n

m'+ί(f?)2>0. Then there e x i s t s an heC2>ε(S,S')
such that h= fat the boundary and ||τ(A)|| = O(yε)9 where ||τ(A)|| is the norm of the tension
field in the Riemannian metric.

PROOF. Let φ > 0 be the unique solution of

n ri n + m n'+m'

(n + 2m)φ*-Σ Σ(ff)2Φ2~2 Σ Σ (ff)2 = O.
j=ί β=l j = n+ί β = n' + l

Since / e C 3 ' e , we have φeC2*(dS). Set h(y,n): = (yφ(n)9 f(n)). Then heC2>ε(S, Sf).
It is easy to verify that h satisfies h$ = φ, Λg = O (l<(x<n' + mf\ hgo = 0 (n' + l<β<
nf + m')9 hjo = 0 (l<j<n, n' + l <y<n' + m') and h=f at the boundary. Lemma 3.6
and the explicit expression for the metric then imply ||τ(A)|| =O(yε). •

Next we construct a comparison function.

LEMMA 3.8. For sufficiently large r0 and some constant s9 define

-sro r<r0

If 0<s<n + 2m, then ψ is a super harmonic function on S. Here r is the distance function
as in lemma 2.3.

PROOF. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that the Laplacian on (S, gs) has the form

d2 ( coshr ^ cosh2r\ d . Λ

Δs=- —— - n ——— + 2m , -— + (spherical part).

or \ smh r sinh 2r) or

Straightforward calculation then yields the lemma. •

Now we prove the main theorem of this section.

THEOREM 3.9 (Existence theorem). Suppose that feC3'ε(dS,dS') (0<ε<l)
satisfies f]' = 0 (1 <j<n, n' + \<y<ri + m'\ and Σ"=Γ-fiΣy'=+«W+i(//)2>0 τhen there

exists a harmonic map u: S-+S', which is continuous up to the ideal boundary and has f
as boundary value.

PROOF. For a map v: Sx [0, oo)->S", consider the heat equation for harmonic

maps
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^-(x, ί) = τ(v)(x, t), (x,t)eSx [0, oo),
ot

v(x,0)=h(x), xeS,

where h is the map constructed in Proposition 3.7. Since the initial map h satisfies the
conditions in [14, Theorem 5.2], a solution v exists globally in time t and converges to
a harmonic map v^ as ί->oo. We shall show that u = vao has / as the boundary value.
Let φ be a supersolution in Lemma 3.8, then (cf. [11])

and

where vt = dv/dt, Taking s = 2ε and c sufficiently large, we may assume

\\vt(-90)\\2-cψ=\\τ(h)\\2-cφ<0.

Therefore the parabolic maximum principle implies

||t7f(x, ί)ll <ce~εr, for all (x, ήeSx [0, oo).

By virtue of [14, Lemma 5!1], we have

k(χ, Oil £<*?-<*

for some constants cl9 c 2 >0. Then for any Γ>0

ds(u{x\ h{x))< Γ ||Vr(x, t)\\dt< Γ ||ι;f(x, 011*+ I IW* Oil*
Jo Jo JT

: \\vt(x,t)\\dt+\ ||»,(x,i
Jo Jr

Choosing T=εr, we get

^ " ε r ( x ) Γ , c^-C 2 Γ-^0 as r ^ o o .

Therefore, ds.(u(x)9 Λ(x))->0 as x^dS and u = h=f at the boundary. •

NOTE. Our result remains true, with necessary modifications, when the base or
the target manifold is replaced by a real hyperbolic space.
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